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THE POWER OF FOOD 
EMPOWERING BLACK FOOD VENTURES AS A ECONOMIC FORCE IN 

NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION IN PITTSBURGH



Empowering Black Food Ventures  
• Food is a known anchor in all healthy communities. 
• Food businesses play an essential role in community redevelopment. 
• Black owned and operated food ventures are absent in almost all 

redevelopment projects in historically Black neighborhoods in transition. 
• Black stakeholders representing the food sector, developers, and 

community organizations, can make an impact. 
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• Gap Exists: Black owned or operated businesses are underrepresented in 
Pittsburgh’s food economy.  

• Left Out: The Black food sector is not an active participant in major 
revitalization projects in communities in transition. 

• Action Needed: There are few initiatives directed at closing the gap and 
advancing the expertise, opportunities, and widespread patronage of the 
Black food sector. 

• No Seat at the Table: Efforts to collaborate among key stakeholders have 
not yet resulted in the Black food sector obtaining a seat at the table.

Pittsburgh’s Realities
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• New Models: In the last 10 years several models have created new 
opportunities for food related entities to impact community revitalization. 


• Collaboration is Critical: Their success has been achieved by using 
collaboration strategies that produce wins for all key stakeholders.


• Opportunity Exists: The opportunity exists for a Black led food enterprise 
development group in Pittsburgh to replicate the collaborative model 
demonstrated in other parts of the country.  

• Action Needed: The opportunity exists to (1) improve on the existing 
model; (2) focus on sustainability; and (3) leverage existing assets and 
expertise. 
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Opportunities for Change



SMOKETOWN FOOD ENTERPRISES 
WHAT IS IT? 



Smoketown Food Enterprises Is…
•Building a Collaboration of Pittsburgh’s leading 
Black real estate developers, food economy 
experts, thought leaders, and business 
developers. 


•Growing Local Capacity by incubating and 
launching viable Black owned food businesses.


•Operating a next generation food hall complex 
designed, created, and operated by SFE.


•Committed to Empowering the Black food 
sector as an essential part of major community 
redevelopment projects in Pittsburgh. 



Why 
Smoketown?
Honoring Our Past. Building Our Future. 
SFE is inspired by the legacy of the entrepreneurs and 
business people of the Hill District who made it the 
epicenter of the greatest Black Renaissance outside of 
Harlem between 1920 and the late 1950s. 


Smoketown was the name Pittsburgh Courier 
bestowed on Pittsburgh during that vital period.


Beneath the smoke of the factories burns a rich 
heritage which they recognized then and that we 
celebrate today.  
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Smoketown Partners

Irv Williams 
eHoldings Inc. 

Sankofa Development

Janai Williams Smith 
eHoldings Inc.

Dr. Audrey Murrell 
Food21

Derrick Tillman 
Bridging the Gap 

Development

Richard Garland 
University of Pittsburgh

Joe Bute 
Food21

Taiece Brooks 
Smoketown Management 

Group

Chef Lou Henderson 
Smoketown Management 

Group

Tammy Thompson 
Catapult
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LEADERSHIP GROUP
•Food21 will be the convener and host the collaboration that will build a series of initiatives in 
Pittsburgh neighborhoods that are focused on the role of food in our revitalization. Starting 
with Sankofa Square but growing to include Larimer and Uptown. Dr. Audrey Murrell will 
lead this effort on behalf of Food21.


•Catapult of Pittsburgh will serve as the business development resource that will recruit and 
prepare up to eight of the food businesses who will take up residence at the Smoketown 
Center at Sankofa Square, the first incubator within the network.  The first group of fifteen is 
being inducted now into Catapult Culinary for a twelve month development program.


•Sankofa Development will be the developer of the Smoketown Center and will commence 
construction shortly on this new commercial center on Centre Avenue.



Smoketown Advisors  


•E.Holdings provides operational oversight and management of all issues affecting the 
development of the Smoketown Food Hall at Sankofa Square. Janai Williams Smith, 
Managing Director of E.Holdings, coordinates these services with the developer and all 
contractors.


•Smoketown Management Group will be involved in the daily operation of Smoketown 
at Sankofa Square. Two main stays of this group are Chef Lou Henderson and Taiece 
Brooks. Chef Lou will serve as the Culinary Director and Executive Chef. Taiece will 
manage all aspects of the front of the house.


•Derrick Tillman, president of Bridging the Gap Development, will bring his expertise in 
real estate development,  His company is also currently developing projects that can 
offer retail locations for graduating cohort members in the Hill District, Uptown and 
Wilkinsburg.


•Richard Garland will serve an advisor on capital development for the group.



SMOKETOWN FOOD ENTERPRISES 
HOW DOES IT WORK? 



Collaboration - Four Priorities
INNOVATION 

SFE Partners created 
a process that links 
food sector experts 
with developers to 
operate a 
development group 
that incorporates 
Black owned food 
businesses into major 
community 
revitalization projects.
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FOCUS 

SFE is building local 
capacity in the Black 
Food Sector by 
incubating, launching, 
and supporting Black 
owned and operated 
Black food businesses.


SFE builds on cultural 
and community identity. 


SFE is building a 
community network of 
entrepreneurs. 

VENUE 

SFE is pioneering the next 
generation food hall concept - 
Smoketown at Sankofa Square. It 
starts with a cultural and 
community identity tied to the 
rich heritage and importance of 
food as a central part of the 
Black community. 


A shared commercial kitchen, live 
music performances, a minimum 
of eight food businesses, and a 
fully operational green house, 
make it a unique variation on the 
traditional food hall model.   

SUSTAINABILITY 

SFE’s business model is 
based on achieving a 
double bottomline of 
financial sustainability 
and social impact.


Smoketown at Sankofa 
Square is projected to be 
self sustaining within 18 
months of full operation.


Using multi-channel 
revenue model to achieve 
financial sustainability.
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Catapult Culinary Support 
Experience. Expertise. Energy.

• Founding Partner: Catapult Culinary is the premiere 
program for incubating minority food-based 
businesses in Pittsburgh. 


• Assessment: All Smoketown cohort applicants will be 
reviewed by Catapult Culinary to determine their 
readiness, their potential, and their specific business 
needs.
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• Business Incubation: All Smoketown cohort 
participants will have access to Catapult 
Culinary as they launch their business at the 
Smoketown Food Hall at Sankofa Square.


• Referral Source: Catapult Culinary identifies 
qualified cohort participants from the work they 
do with local food entrepreneurs.



In an emerging commercial corridor like the Hill District, a 
strategically located food hall can be a hub for long-term 

growth in providing an anchor to both real estate developers 
and the community.



• The Sankofa Square development is SFE’s first 
priority. 12,000 sf, ground level, retail space on 
Centre Avenue in the Hill District targeting 2022 
occupancy.


• Sankofa Square is the anchor development for 
SFE’s support and initial installation of all five 
elements of the SFE model. 


• The Smoketown Food Hall at Sankofa Square in 
addition to 12,000 sf ground floor venue, features 
a rooftop greenhouse and outdoor dining.

Smoketown Food Hall at Sankofa Square
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Smoketown Food Hall
•The food hall concept is the backbone of the Smoketown Food Enterprises operation. It is   
located in the Sankofa Square Development in the Hill District. 


• It is the first Afro-centric food hall and home to the concepts and chefs from across the 
Pittsburgh region. It also honors the rich history of the community, knitting together art, 
music, and great food in the celebration of community. 


•Launch pad for Black food entrepreneurs. 

•A working model for how the Black food sector in Pittsburgh can participate in the 
revitalization of communities throughout the region in partnership with developers, funders, 
and the community. 


•A minimum of eight food concept businesses will be in operation at any one time. 
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Spotlight on the Commercial Support Kitchen
• Large: 1,600sf support kitchen anchors the Food Hall. 


• Versatile: Combines best of Commercial Kitchen and Ghost Kitchen models. Kitchen 
simultaneously supports eight food businesses; supports in-place dining; supports off-site 
catering; and brings flexibility to all food businesses to provide them a full-range of prepared meals 
for delivery without interfering with the daily dining services in the hall.

• Well Equipped: The prep kitchen will include a walk-in freezer, cooler, two deck pizza and baking 
oven (stone hearth), grill, convection ovens, prep tables, pre-serve rack cooler, shared 
dishwasher, cohort dry storage lockers and additional equipment as required. 


• Training Center: The kitchen provides culinary educational experiences for aspiring chefs.


• Additional Services: Dedicated marketing services; a shared POS system and back-office 
support for all partners with a full-service accounting and financial management program. Shared 
purchasing of ingredients and raw materials. All participants required to be SafeServ certified.
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• Destination Status: Only Afrocentric 
Food Center in the region. 

• Black-led, owned, and operated 
food venue located in the heart of 
the Centre Avenue Commercial Zone 
in the Hill District. 

• Prime space within the building 
12,000sf of ground level retail space. 

• Ghost Kitchen and commercial 
kitchen capabilities.  

• Rooftop / Green House - Fresh 
produce for cohorts and catering. 
Unique rooftop dining. 


• Total experience - local live music, 
entertainment, and food 
combination. 

• Heritage inspired interior design 
tied to Smoketown and Hill District 
histories. 

• Incubation services - Management 
and business support.


• Launch Pad for new businesses. 

• Financially self-sustaining model.

Unique Characteristics
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SMOKETOWN FOOD ENTERPRISES 
TIMELINE



Timeline

Industry Scan

Business Planning

Financial Projections

Q2 -2021 Q3 -2021 Q4-2021 Q1-2022 Q2-2022 Q3- 2022 Q4-2022

Smoketown Food Hall Design

Food Hall Build Out

Site Acquisition and Construction

Funding for Food Hall

Cohort Selection
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SMOKETOWN FOOD ENTERPRISES 
COSTS AND SUSTAINABILITY



Next Steps - Capital Raise

Industry Scan

Business Planning

Financial Projections

Q2 -2021 Q3 -2021 Q4-2021 Q1-2022 Q2-2022 Q3- 2022 Q4-2022

Smoketown Food Hall Design

Food Hall Build Out

Site Acquisition and Construction

Funding for Food Hall

Cohort Selection
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Capital Raise -  $2,617,250
Smoketown Food Enterprises is raising $2,617,000 to launch

 all aspects of the SFE model at the Sankofa Square Facility.
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Predevelopment -  $275,000
Predevelopment costs cover the following tasks required to create. Design and 

launch all aspects of the Smoketown Food Hall venture.
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A fully developed work plan for this phase is available upon request.



Sustainability: multi channel revenue design

• Licenses with cohort participants - minimum of eight  with 20% revenue 
sharing


• Bar and Beverage Service with sales margins averaging 50%


• Ghost Kitchen Services capitalizing on industry trends of direct-to-door 
delivery demand


• Catering Services with on and off-site options providing the equivalent of 
eight catering concepts under one roof


• Cultural and Music Events with revenue sharing of ticket sales for live 
performances



Summary:
Smoketown Food Enterprises is a strategic path to building a scalable model for 
creating a path for the Black Food Economy to participate fully in Pittsburgh’s 
revitalization efforts in neighborhoods and commercial areas targeted for redevelopment. 
At the core of the strategy is a unique food hall concept that is based on a proud 
Smoketown heritage. We look forward to your input, questions and suggestions.
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SMOKETOWN FOOD ENTERPRISES
EMPOWERING BLACK FOOD VENTURES 
        

For further information: 
Contact: Audrey Murrell, Ph.D. 
amurrell@pitt.edu
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